The Regents will make a final decision on Tuition for the 1968-69 school year at a special meeting sometime in August. It had previously been decided to not charge tuition. Meeting in Santa Cruz last Thursday, the Regents ordered the University administration to complete a study of the ability of UC students to pay tuition, of acceptable high school students, and to determine whether scholarships from tuition funds might enable more needy students to attend.

Regents were generally reticent to talk about how they would vote on tuition. Governor Ronald Reagan was of course ready to endorse it. It is amended to exclude registered students and employees of the University. As presently proposed by Assembly Speaker Joseph Umrich (D-Ingledwood) the bill would allow the Regents to establish certain campus rules as misdemeanors punishable by the civil courts.

The Regents were generally reticent to talk about how they would vote on tuition. Governor Ronald Reagan was of course ready to endorse it. It is amended to exclude registered students and employees of the University. As presently proposed by Assembly Speaker Joseph Umrich (D-Ingledwood) the bill would allow the Regents to establish certain campus rules as misdemeanors punishable by the civil courts.

Designed to help the Berkeley campus cope with "non-student trouble," the bill was originally proposed to allow individual Chancellors to determine misdemeanors. It is expected to easily pass the legislators and be signed by the Governor.

In either action, the Regents approved a design for the Santa Cruz arts scene complete, but retained it to the architect to include air conditioning. From the discussion, it was clear this was done because Thursday was a hot day in Santa Cruz.

CRISIS Lodges Complaint Against Student Leaders

The Committee for Rhodansea Independence in Support of Ian Smith (CRIBS), which announced to burn Nazi, Communist and Imperialist symbols, also accused of telling the mob that CRISIS had seized the microphone.

CRISIS, along with the Berkeley campus protest groups, have declared their candidacy for re-election.

The second ASUCI elections are scheduled for today and Friday, May 25. A total of 21 students have declared their candidacy for fall 1970 posts.

The first choices are tallied and the candidates is eliminated. The balloting works in this way: Each voter makes a first, second and third choice of candidates for executive ASUCI positions. The first choices are tallied and if no candidate receives a majority of the votes he is declared the winner. If no candidate receives a majority then the second choices are counted.

Candidate positions are the last number of first choices is eliminated. The second choices are counted, then the third choices are counted and so on until a winner is declared.

The first Annual Student Art Show, sponsored by the ASUCI and the Gallery Associates, will be open to the public from Monday, May 25 through June 11. Work for the show are to be submitted today between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. at the UC Art Gallery.

The exhibition is open to all UC students. No outside entries will be accepted. The first Annual Student Art Show will take place Friday, May 26. Judges are Dr. Shisty Hoppe, Art Historian at University of California, Riverside, who has collaborated with the UCi Gallery in formation of catalogues for the James A. and Sarah Lawrence Fund. She is a member of the UCI Art Department.

A reception will be held Sunday, May 28, from 1 to 7 p.m. for the announcement of the judge's decisions. Five awards, donated by the Gallery Associates, will be presented at this time to the outstanding artists. Awards consist of $25 for the purchase of any book the awardees desire.

All works on exhibition will be for sale, except for those inserted otherwise by the Gallery Associates. One third of the proceeds from the sale of the works will be donated by Gallery Associates to support their activities at UCI.

Prefential balloting will be used in the second ASUCI elections today and tomorrow, May 25 and 26. The balloting works in this way: Each voter makes a first, second and third choice of candidates for executive ASUCI positions. The first choices are tallied and if no candidate receives a majority of the votes he is declared the winner. If no candidate receives a majority then the second choices are counted.

The candidate with the lowest number of first choices is eliminated. This balloting system will be used for the executive offices.

CRISIS is a student newsweekly published on the campus of the University of California, Santa Cruz. It is independent of the UC Santa Cruz administration, the University, the Student Activities Office, or any group of students. It is a forum for controversy and debate.
News Briefs

Noon Speaker
Dr. Donald Carpenter, Vice-Chairman of the Republican State Central Committee, will speak at noon Wednesday, May 11, in Gateway Plaza. "California Politics -- A Republican Viewpoint" is the title of the speech. The speech is sponsored by the UCI Young Republicans.

Surf Club
The UCI Surf Club is holding team tryouts this weekend. All interested students should obtain further information from the student activities office.

Black Nationalist
Young black nationalistic Tommy Jacques, will speak Thursday, May 25. Jacques, a street worker for the Westminster Neighborhood Association and director of SLANT (Self Leadership for All Nationalities -- Today!), will tell how he works "toward Black Power" in South Central Los Angeles.

The South Coast Human Rights Committee is sponsoring the meeting which is scheduled for 8 p.m. at Laguna Federal Savings, 280 Ocean Avenue.

Sorority Gives UCI Scholarship
To UC Student
The Eastern Orange County alumnae chapter of Delta Delta Delta, national women's sorority, has established an academic scholarship at the UCI for upperclass female students.

UCI's faculty committee on undergraduate scholarships will make the selection of the recipient on the basis of academic excellence and financial need.

The chapter's contribution qualifies for The Board of Regents' matching funds, as do other non-endowed scholarship gifts to UCI. The matching funds are made available to UCI to encourage community support.

Delta Delta Delta chapter president Mrs. James McKenemies and scholarship chairman Mrs. Donald L. Lewis said the scholarship will be awarded to an Orange County resident, in accordance with the chapter's wishes.

Hypnotist
George Sharp, hypnotist, will be featured in a ASUCI Coffeeshop presentation, May 29 at 8 p.m. in the Commons dining hall.

Sharp will use UCI students as subjects in his show. Admission is free to UCI students.

Sororities, Frats Under Debate
The question of recognizing national fraternities and sororities is currently under debate at Irvine. Chancellor Daniel G. Aldrich has authorized a fact-finding committee to investigate various aspects of the question. A resolution recently passed by the UCI Academic Senate requested that any decision be put off until February, 1968.

The issue might be forced before then if a national fraternity formally petitions for recognition as a UCI campus organization. Fraternities which have already shown interest in coming to Irvine include: Tau Kappa Epsilon, Phi Kappa Psi, Zeta Bia, Theta Chi, and Chi Psi. No sororities have officially contacted UCI, as yet.

Dr. Donald Walker, Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, stated, "We would want to find out what recognition of national fraternities would mean in terms of supervision, campus housing, discrimination and several other things before we decide." Members of the committee who will examine these issues are: Robert Lawrence, dean of students; Cordell Turbin and Nat Mand barg, student activities advisors, and eight student representatives.

HYPNOTIST George Sharp will appear at 8 p.m., May 29 in the Commons. UCI students will be used as subjects.

UCI Appoints Bailey Lecturer In Education
Dr. Kenneth P. Bailey, principal at Pacific High School in San Bernardino, has been appointed as director of teacher education and assistant lecturer in history and education at UCI. Bailey has been a member of the California State Curriculum Commission since 1955 and has taught education at UCI Riverside and the University of Redlands.

Dr. Bailey has published a number of books and articles in history and received the American Historical Association Award for the outstanding history book published in 1959 by a Pacific Coast author.

At UCI, Dr. Bailey will work with the faculty in developing programs for secondary and elementary teaching credentials. He will replace Dr. Robert Caperella who will take a position at the University of Southern California.

Attention Students
Open hearings will be conducted by the ASUCI Budget Committee on Thursday night, May 25, 1967 at 7:30 p.m. on the third floor lounge of the Commons and on Sunday night, May 28, 1967, the same place and the same time.

These hearings are being held with regard to the ASUCI budget for 1967-68 academic year. All UCI students are invited.

"He did seem a bit surprised to learn how little I was paying for my checking account at Security Bank."
"Blank Hippie, Commie Dude" Questions UCI "Establishments"

by DAVID GOGGIN

(Ed. Note: David Goggin, UCI sophomore, was taken into custody Thursday, May 18, by UCI Police Chief Heesey for bloodying emotions at his friend of four years and fellow UCI student, Mike Conno. Following is Dave's account of events after his apprehension. Dave has since filed a complaint with the Dean of Students Office. Dean Rob. Lawrence has furnished us copy of the following as Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs, Donald Walker.)

This is not a cry of "Blue Fascism" or "Police State." There are, as far as I can see, no reasons for the arrest. There are no other reasons for these actions than the need to destroy "Establishments" that are the mythological giants that are not real, but imaginary. Their presence is nothing more than the dream of empty minds. They are the illusion of the dreamer, not the reality of the reality.

Despite the validity of the law, I, as a citizen of this country, feel that there is a need to stop this. "Establishments" are not the solution to our problems. They are the cause of our problems. They are the reason for the destruction of the world.

"All men want to be free. When they are, there is no more need for them to be free."

-André Fabre

Drinking Fountain Clash Quelled In Student Senate

by AMANDA SPAKE

About three weeks ago the realization came to me that there is no drinking fountain in the student snack bar. To get a drink of water, you have to go to the snackbar, buy a soft drink, or go to the Administration Building.

In keeping with our policy of not being able to drink, I gave the situation little further attention because I felt that most people were just as clueless as I was about the situation.

Would it be true? Would we be able to defend the absence of the drinking fountain?

First, an accurate count of North Vietnamese forces would be necessary. I am a graduate of the University of North Vietnam.

Secondly, if the Vietnamese could start deciding.

"I would suggest that we could then feed this into the UCI computer and by 1974 we should have a solution. Then we can bring this situation into effect by 1970, and with the competition between the Vietnamese and the Vietnamese, we could start deciding.

Should we want quicker results, we could just let the Vietnamese people decide by a vote on the issue. I think, however, we are sure, that no one would want anyone voting who was considered a racist. In the outcome, this would include people who are considered to be prejudiced, friends, etc., etc., however, the remainder would be far less than a quorum, and the result would be that no one could be voted in.
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**Opinions**

All opinions expressed on pages four and five belong to the individual writers unless otherwise indicated.

---

**Intervisitation Hassle Erupts At UCSC**

**RAP IN SHOULD RESULT IN COOPERATION, NOT CONFLICT**

To the Editor:

I am sorry that the Social Science Rap in turned into such a battle. Unfortunately, most of the faculty members present seemed to have interpreted the Anthill notice as a challenge or provocation. I realize now that our invitation was open to this interpretation, and I regret it, but I am nonetheless surprised and upset that the faculty reacted so violently. I certainly didn't arrive on the lawn intending to yell. Despite what some of the faculty seem to think, I didn't come to the University with the idea that I knew more than the professors. I like and respect most of the teachers I've had, and I want to work with them, not against them. I think some of the faculty deserve a lot of the blame for what happened at the Rap In.

The first student who opened her mouth was met with a defensive and antagonistic reaction, and this set the tone for the whole affair. The vehemence argument between the faculty and the first few of us who spoke up effectively prevented most of the other people who came from saying anything they might have wanted to say. It also made it very difficult for anybody to be "constructive." The faculty members, out in force, did a pretty good job of dominating the discussion most of the time. In particular, they kept imputing to us positions that I think few of us held. I was very frustrated by this, because I found I had to spend most of my time saying what I didn't think rather than what I did think. For example, I certainly don't indude the whole Social Science Division. I think most of us appreciate the fact that great stuff is going on in it. I don't propose that we all of sudden eliminate all requirements, but I think some things should be changed. I don't think mathematics should be abolished; but I think that it should be better integrated with social science work, so that it should be broken up into separate programs tailored to the different departments, and that less math should be required of students not intending to go on to graduate school. In general, I don't think that students should run the University, but rather that we should have a larger part in running it than we do now.

The faculty also kept setting up hypothetical cases involving extreme situations - for instance, the case of a professor who teaches well but does not research. This is quite a general case, but it is an extreme case where the students thought Ingel Bell a terrific teacher and he thought she had "an I.Q. of 25." Talking about how few students should be interested in extreme cases like these made it impossible to discuss reality.

The faculty continuously attacked us for not making specific proposals. But when we proposed a few that we thought would work, they came right back at us, saying that we didn't discuss it because they said it wasn't a "proposal". In any case, this was not billed as a meeting to present a lot of propositions; rather, its purpose was to be seen to what sorts of ideas and suggestions people had, and what proposals might be possible.

Dean March told us flatly that Irvine as a site in a major undergraduate teaching university it may surprise some undergraduates. A depressing number I know have already figured it out and are leaving. The statement certainly sheds some light on the importance we may expect a professor's teaching ability to have. It also makes more comprehensible many things at last semester's famous action, which he amplified by remarking, "I don't give a shit what a C student thinks."

Dean March insisted that students' opinions of professors' teaching were not considered when contract decisions are made, but he refused to entertain the possibility of direct student participation in the decision-making process. I think this participation is an issue students are going to have to fight for.

The curriculum situation, however, seems different. Apparently some changes are in the works, although I'm not sure what, and the students have been extremely poor. The faculty members said their doors are open to students, and, if the past is any guide, they meant it. Many of us have walked through these open doors frequently, and we intend to even more in the future. I would encourage everyone who has questions or ideas to do likewise.

I hope we end up with a community and not a battleground. I for one would like to transfer into the Social Science Division.

Leslie Lincoln

---

**P. S. TO LINCOLN**

I was equally upset, and very surprised, to see how aggressively and defensively the social science faculty responded to student complaints at the Rap In. They kept insisting they were always ready to cooperate, but (though they did not use the word "to Classroom"), they gave very little evidence of that readiness. Quite the contrary. We are sorry if we appeared to be attacked; the faculty certainly didn't intend to, in fact we expected them to be interested in trying to find out the reasons for student unrest about social sciences, and in working with students who can help the faculty fight their battles for reform.

At any rate, students are delighted to hear that there is no intention to transfer into the Social science Division.

(Continued on Page 5)
Letters To The Editor

The Anhull welcomes Letters to the Editor on ALL topics. Letters should be under 200 words in length. Longer comments will be considered for publication as signed articles. Letters and articles should be sent to the Anhull, 3120 Commons.

Recently there was a meeting of students to discuss the war in Vietnam. Certainly, there is a need for gatherings where people who can exchange information and different points of view. But I believe that the majority of such discussions are merely public meetings where persons who share the same general sentiment pat each other on the back for sharing the feeling or generally indulge themselves — either crying or griping together, often very eloquently.

Mature people who are genuinely concerned about injustices in the world generally do not just sit around and gripe together. They do something to express their concern. They join the Peace Corps, or write letters to their political representatives, or join marches, or go out into the community to try to appreciate the feelings of those who do not share their sentiment and use this understanding to formulate action, or try to appreciate the feelings of those who do not share their

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., last month announced the formation of the "Vietnam Summer" Project. He said, "It is time now to meet the escalation of the war in Vietnam with a massive program of organization, of mobilization. This is the purpose of Vietnam Summer."

Vietnam Summer is a call for 10,000 volunteers, including 2,000 full-time workers (field secretaries and community organizers). These volunteers will spend the summer in 500 communities organizing and educating against the war. Robert F. Kennedy and Carl Oglesby are among the sponsors of Vietnam Summer.

There is a tremendous potential for getting groups and individuals opposed to the war together for this project. The Vietnam Summer organizers encourage groups working in anti-war and community organizing to coordinate those activities. There will be a massive national drive to canvass opinion and identify those opposed to the war, to petition, to raise money, to get referenda and anti-war resolutions, etc. In short, an attempt will be made to reach and draw in new people and new communities.

John Fay

Students Must Sustain Anti-War Project

In 1966 the Mississippi Freedom Summer Project mobilized thousands of students, clergymen and concerned citizens in the struggle against racism and injustice. Again students will be the sustaining force. As in Mississippi, it will be no easy job. Changing certain aspects of American life and policy involve not in a continuing struggle to remake the whole structure of our society. Those responsible for organizing Vietnam Summer realize this. A pamphlet entitled "Teach Out," by the Vietnam Summer Committee is in the Boston area, makes this clear.

Beyond Vietnam: Many people are interested in more fundamental organizing. If you feel, as we do, that we must build deep community organizations which will last and remain independent action to all interventions abroad, and, instead, to change many fundamental aspects of the political, economic and social system, we suggest this only as a beginning.

Those interested in further information on Vietnam Summer should contact me, John Fay (my phone number is 545-2994). Those definitely interested should write Vietnam Summer, 275 Mt. Asbury St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138 for application forms.

John Fay

Di Suvero Sculpture Is In Wrong Locale

By DON SHEPARD

Last week the Di Suvero sculpture was again decorated (or desecrated, depending on your viewpoint). The Anhull has printed several comments on this work, both pro and con, and it is evident that a great deal of minority groups need and appreciate the services and talents of others, or simply try to be non-dogmatic, honest individuals.

If, as is said, a picture is worth a thousand words, we fail to express them and their sentiments meaningfully, then the man-on-the-street is right in believing that students and teachers live in ivory towers and are divorced from reality.

Virginia Schreuder

War Produces Conscience-Soothing Myths

The load little handful — as usual — will bear for the war. The pulpit will — warily and cautiously — object — at first; but the great, dull bulk of the nation will rub as sleepy eyes and try to see that the war is just, and will say, earnestly and in-}

... Spake

(Continued from Page 4)

to become meaningful to the students.

We feel Larry Maland is the best choice for ASUCI Secretary. Maland has been contin-

(Continued from Page 4)

tatively active in student af-

... Lincoln

(Continued from Page 4)

Hopefully, constructive suggestions about cur-

riculum can come out of those open faculty doors (though that same Tuesday was a very bad one day). But on the question of hiring and firing there appeared to be no willingness to listen or talk at all, so students will probably have to act independently — there are after all some faculty members (what about assistant professors? TA's?) who wish to change the present system of top-down judg-

ment. If there are, please contact the students, we want to see ourselves as working with the faculty, who we thought were here for the same reason as we are.

Patty Parmalee

On the academic year the greatest potential for getting groups and individuals opposed to the war together for this project. The Vietnam Summer organizers encourage groups working in anti-war and community organizing to coordinate those activities. There will be a massive national drive to canvass opinion and identify those opposed to the war, to petition, to raise money, to get referenda and anti-war resolutions, etc. In short, an attempt will be made to reach and draw in new people and new communities.

War Produces Conscience-Soothing Myths

The load little handful — as usual — will bear for the war. The pulpit will — warily and cautiously — object — at first; but the great, dull bulk of the nation will rub as sleepy eyes and try to see that the war is just, and will say, earnestly and in-
Mr. Hilaire du Berrier, a former Far East specialist for the American OSS, author, and well-known world correspondent with thirty years experience in Asian affairs, commenting on Vietnam, will address UCI students on Monday, May 29, 1967, at the Gateway Plaza. His subject will be "VIETNAM -- WHAT NOW?"

Hilaire du Berrier is an American

Health Center Takes Shape

Construction of a student health center is underway at the University of California, Irvine, it was announced by Campus Architect Gordon Tough.

Print-contract for the project is the W. J. Burke Construction Co., Inc., of Costa Mesa who was low among 16 bidders at a contract price of $259,148, Tough said. It will be financed from student incidental fees.

The single-story building will be located east of the Library-Admissions, and will house facilities for a dispensary, an infirmary and a counseling center.

The facility is to be completed for occupancy in the summer of 1968.

A Draft Union has been formed on this campus. The founders invite anyone who wishes to discuss the draft to come to the meetings held at 3 p.m. Fridays on the third floor of the Commons.

The Lamorrieu New BALI-LIME THEATRE
Bellasentadio
Bellasent Beach
Open 4pm - Sun. 8pm
Now thru May, May 16

THE SWINGERS WHO SWING!

THE PAD
- AND HOW TO USE IT

EASY AS PIE
BEDFORD-SOMMERS-PARENTING

Outstanding Co-Rit

Relax in the Comfort of our
Rocking Chair Loges
At No Extra Charge

The UCI YOUNG REPUBLIcanS are pleased to present Mr. du Berrier through the organization TACT. This program is one in a continuing series of lectures sponsored by TACT, a committee composed of concerned citizens dedicated to bring out the TRUTH ABOUT CIVIL TURMOIL.

The UCI/YOUNG REPUBLlcANS are pleased to present Mr. du Berrier through the organization TACT. This program is one in a continuing series of lectures sponsored by TACT, a committee composed of concerned citizens dedicated to bring out the TRUTH ABOUT CIVIL TURMOIL.

Lewis Hanke has been appointed professor of Latin American history at UCI. Hanke is director of American studies at Columbia University. He will take his UCI post July 1.

UCI Chancellor Daniel Aldrich called Hanke, "the most distinguished Latin Americanist in the United States."

Hanke holds several honorary degrees from Latin American universities and from the University of Seville in Spain.

He was director of the Hispanic Foundation of the Library of Congress 12 years and director of the Institute of Latin American Studies at the University of Texas 10 years. He has held his current post since 1961.

Hanke plans to establish a basic program of Latin American history, for UCI undergraduates. In addition he will begin a program of advanced study in Latin American history and establish the basis for a broad library in those studies, according to Henry C. Mayer, chairman of the history department.

Hanke will inaugurate a special course dealing with Latin American culture and society.

A SPECIAL OFFER TO THE FACULTY AND STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - IRVINE

PERSONALIZED UCI GOLD CHECKBOOK

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

STAMP HERE

P.N.

42446-05770

PERSONALIZED UCI GOLD CHECKBOOK

PLUS NO CHARGE FOR CHECKS

(A FREE SUPPLY OF THESE SPECIAL UCI CHECKS AS LONG AS YOUR ACCOUNT REMAINS OPEN)

Plus no service charge (when you maintain a $300 minimum balance). Plus a long list of services available only from the Newport National Bank. Of special interest to the faculty and students of UCI are the extra banking hours. The bank is open till 5 p.m. daily. 6 p.m. on Fridays, making banking more convenient for everybody. Another extra at the Newport National Bank is Banking by Television. You don't even need to get out of your car. Just drive on to the bank's lot and up to the T.V. screen. On the screen is your own personal teller. The Newport National Bank is the Harbor area's very own independent bank - the most unique bank in America. Come in and open an account.

OPEN TILL 5 PM DAILY - 6 PM ON FRIDAYS

At No Extra Charge
Thursday, May 25, 1967

Calendar of Events
May 25-31

Thursday, May 25

ASUC elections — polls open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Poetry reading — Philip Levine, author of "The Edge," UCI Writing Center, 4 p.m.

Friday, May 26

ASUC elections — polls open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Fiedy One, O’Connell Concert — Opera Workshop: Mozart’s "F igaro," Act II, featuring UCI voice students. 1666 Fine Arts, 1 p.m.
Chemistry Seminar: "Toxine-Substance Interactions by NMR," Dr. John H. Richards of Cal Tech. 1140 Natural Science, 4-5 p.m.

Tuesday, May 30

University Holiday

Wednesday, May 31

UCI Republican lecture — Dennis Carpenter, Vice Chairman, Republican State Central Committee, Gateway Plaza, noon.

I T S A N O R T H W E A T W H I T H A S N O O P O O D
Crushed between the twin millstones of January weather and final exams, you are seized from Caltech despair, poor devils, only by the knowledge that winter vacation will soon be here.

Where will you go this year? Will it be Florida again, or are you tired of jails? Then how about Puerto Rico?

A most excellent notion, say I. A balmy and bounteous island with long white beaches and blue skies and green, healing seas. And, most pleasant of all, the warm and gracious people of Puerto Rico! You don’t even have to know Spanish to communicate with this friendly folk. Just learn three simple phrases and you’ll get along splendidly: "Buenos dias" which means "Good morning." "Gracias" which means "Thank you," and "Que sera sera" which means "Your leisure is on my feet."

In order to help you enjoy the fabled land of Puerto Rico it would be well for me to supply a bit of historical background. This island would also be well off for a few words about Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades because the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades pay me to write this column and they are inclined to tell me how to mention their product. They do not stay out of the news because they are keenly felt and they know what it’s worth. And if you have tried Personna’s, you know how true and pleasing and durable that it is. And if you have not tried Personna’s, your devil, you’ve cheated both your purse and face, for Personna’s last and best, shave after luxury shave, close, clean, slick, and pleasant. Tucks and cuts, rashes and ingrown hairs, the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades come in Double Edge or Injector type, and are made only by the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades.

But I digress. Back to the history of Puerto Rico. The island was discovered by that popular discoverer Christopher Columbus. Incidentally, the history of Columbus’s popularity, it’s odd we know so little about him. What do we really know? Only this:

He was born in Genoa on August 25, 1451, the son of Bartholomew Columbus, a knapsack maker. He wanted to go to the Indies but was thwarted. He ran on his little fat legs to the court of Ferdinand and Isabella (Columbus, though constantly ablaze to set sail.

Columbus grew restless. When rumor reached him that there were millions of books in India, and he was interested in computer terms and other sides to the learning process. He holds the Ph.D. degree in physiology from the University of Chicago and the M.D. degree from Rush Medical College, as well as a number of honorary degrees, medals and awards.

UCI Disciplines

Graduate Dean Receives Honor

Dean Ralph W. Gerard of the University of California, Irvine has been named to receive the Alumni Medal of the University of Chicago Alumni Association. The medal was created in 1941 and awarded "very sparingly to a small number of alumni whose careers have been exemplary of truly outstanding achievement and service to society. It is the highest honor that the University of Chicago Alumni Association can bestow on distinguished graduates."

However, he continued by saying President Johnson is presently contemplating the question of student deferments and whether exist- ing deferments should be altered.

Construction To Begin

On New Science Bldg.

Construction on a $13.5 million nuclear reactor-equipped physical science building on the University of California, Irvine, is to begin this month.

Apparent low bidder on the project, financed with state, voter-approved bond funds, is J. E. Allen and Company, Anahiem.

The five-story structure is the first major addition to the campus since its opening in 1965. The new building, designed by architect Kenneth S. Winge, is to provide classroom and laboratory space for about 900 students when it opens in the Fall of 1969.

Coulson Tough, Campus architect for the facility near Gomaa del Mar, also announced construction has started on a $100,000 greenhouse and laboratory which will be used for the teaching of plant sciences in the division of biological sciences.

The structure, scheduled for completion next January, is being constructed by Berney Construction Company, Santa Ana, said by Tough to be the low bidder.

Federal funds amounting to $197,017 have been provided for work study programs at six Orange County colleges during this summer. Representative Rich- ard E. Honns stated that UCI would acquire the largest sum in the allocation, $79,255 for 114 students.

OPTOMETRIST

Corona del Mar

DR. JOHN W. MCCABE, O.D.
"Anteaters will see sharp to zot sharp with glasses or Contact Lenses."

3411 East Coast Highway

BIKENIS a 2 PC. SWIMSUITS FOR MEMORIAL DAY.

THOUSANDS of suits. Top Name Brands. Discount Prices.

BAILLY SALES, 1666 Newport Beach, Costa Mesa. (In Bear)

Between 17th and 16th Streets.

Three days Sat., 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. & 2 - 5 p.m.

Don't Vaca

We store, crate, or ship anything anywhere.

Arrange for inexpensive end of term pick-up and delivery service now by calling us today.

Bekins World Wide Moving and Storage

Call 543-9257 or 673-9444 and ask for Ed Egan

Kubb Kamchatka

Names Officers

New officers for 1967-68 of the UCI Russian Club, Kub kamchatka are as follows: President: Mark Libbey; Secretary-Treasurer: Roger L. Woodsmall; Vice-President: Edward Costa; Affairs: Michael Buh, Phyllis Johnson, Joyce Fleming, Helen Yu, David Lann, Mrs. Margaret B. Maradolin, Wendy K. Schmitt, Linda Sansom, David Tunickh, Linda West, and Marcia Witte.

Mark Libbey presented plans for the annual Russian film series. The latter will feature films based on Russian classics or contemporary Soviet films. The first film will be the award-winning "The Cranes Are Flying," October 26.

On Campus

Claus Schumann

(By the author of "Bylly Bround the Flag, Bippy", "Doble Gilley", etc.)
Sports Fate Rests on Student Poll

by R. PETER DILL

1. Do you feel that the athletics program at UCI should: a) remain solely on an intramural basis; b) provide a limited emphasis and minimal expense involvement of students; c) Expand as Irvine grows to compete with other major colleges and universities with colleges of comparable size; d) be eliminated completely? (check one)

2. In the event that the athletic achievement awards (scholarships) cannot be provided entirely on an intramural basis (Big 8 Boosters, Alumnae, etc.), should the portion of the incidental fees (about 8 percent of that fee is used for intermural) be included in the athletic uniforms, travel expenses, coaching fees, etc. Further, if scholarships such as a football stadium or student union, are financed partially or wholly from fees received from the student action?, what sort of arguments can be advanced which lead to conflicting demands on a limited fund. Do you feel that the most deserving of financial support involves answering certain complex questions about the function and worth of these activities within the university. Although difficult, such questions must be given an answer, primarily presented and for this reason, a sufficient number of students to those which benefit a very small minority. This argument rests on certain presuppositions about student concerns and needs, but I think it has a great deal of plausibility and points strongly against the concept of limited intercollegiate athletics. The other argument is that in supporting the prospective voters. First and foremost, I think it should be quite clear that an answer to question 1c implies denial of the vote on 3b and 4. If one votes yes on 1c then to be consistent one must vote yes on 3b and 4; if one votes no on either 3b or 4 then one must vote no on 1c. The amount for this en\n
Poll Scheduled

The above questions constitute a student poll to be conducted concurrently with the coming student government elections. In an effort to make this poll a meaningful reflection of student opinion I would like to indicate several points for consideration by prospective voters. First and foremost, I think it should be quite clear that an answer to question 1c implies denial of the vote on 3b and 4. If one votes yes on 1c then to be consistent one must vote yes on 3b and 4; if one votes no on either 3b or 4 then one must vote no on 1c. The amount for this en\n
Compete for Athletics

If one wishes comparable athletes one must compete for them with other universities and this implies using the same means as are presently used by those universities; large honoraria or scholarships, intercollegiate athletics contests — then one must have athletes at Irvine of equal ability with those of other universities.

For the first time in 33 years, one of the oldest U.S. aerospace manufacturers opens its own in-house, development program to immediate college graduates.

Graduates are placed in actual management situations, close to the decision-making processes. Menasco's rapid growth demands a constantly-increasing management team.

Swimming dominated the intramural sports scene this past week. As of press time, the final results for the swimming competition were not available. However, the qualifying heats were all completed. Diving was the only event completed early in the week. Capps of Cedar took first, with Lang's of Cedar second, and Becker of Los Altos third.

Wilhelm of Arroyo and Capps of Cedar turned in fine times in the 50-yard freestyle race with clockings of 24.0 and 24.5 seconds, respectively. The 200-yard free- style cross proved to be the Valenzue's John Sherer's Iking, as he turned in a best time of 2:13.5 to lead all of the qualifiers. The 200-yard medley relay and the 200-yard freestyle relay events were to be run with the entering teams from Cedar, Arroyo, the Valenzue, Los Altos, and Camino bart- ling for position. Other events scheduled for the final day of competition included the 50-yard butterfly, the 100-yard backstroke, the 30-yard breaststroke, and the 100-yard freestyle.

The intramural duals tennis tournament was completed last Sun- day. The independent team of Slingberg and Brockman finally beat the Who Club team of Peter- son and McMenemy in three sets.

Graduates accepted for the program will be involved in total company operations. If you're looking for a company which will challenge you to your limits and not oblivion, consider Menasco.

Send your education and job history to Director of Personnel, Menasco. Interviews will be arranged at your convenience.

For the first time in 33 years, one of the oldest U.S. aerospace manufacturers opens its own in-house, development program to immediate college graduates.

Graduates are placed in actual management situations, close to the decision-making processes. Menasco's rapid growth demands a constantly-increasing management team.

Positions Open

FINANCIAL ANALYST
COST ANALYST
COST ESTIMATOR

MANUFACTURING PROCESS ENGINEER
STRUCTURES ENGINEER
QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEER

INDUSTRY RELATIONS SPECIALIST
DESIGN ENGINEER
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

Major's Required

Accounting, Economics, Finance
Accounting, Economics

Production Management or Industrial Engineering
Production Management

Strength of Materials
Production Management or Industrial Engineering

Industrial Relations, Psychology

Mechanical Design

Journalism, Advertising

Backstroke, the

200-yard freestyle
tournament was completed last Sun- day. The independent team of Slingberg and Brockman finally beat the Who Club team of Peter- son and McMenemy in three sets.

Graduates accepted for the program will be involved in total company operations. If you're looking for a company which will challenge you to your limits and not oblivion, consider Menasco.

Send your education and job history to Director of Personnel, Menasco. Interviews will be arranged at your convenience.
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